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3 Poems
By Rona Wang

2011 

The summer before eighth grade, nothing looked like an elegy 
yet. After stacking our frozen yogurts with opalescent spoonfuls 
of chocolate chips & fruit chunks & cookie crumbs, we clustered 
behind the medicine aisle, ogling metallic lipsticks & 
blossom-infused perfumes like in the movies. Friday nights 
spent with the pop station cranked up, music spilling 

on our carpets, flossing our teeth. To suture 

loneliness, we swept curtains & silhouettes aside 
to paint a square of moonlight, smothering the floor
 until the sun melded bristling pink & lemonade into the morning. 
It was as close to alchemy as we could touch. 

None of us knew the way shards of windshield glass 
ripped into skin or how water smoldered in the lungs. We didn’t 
believe in split-second disasters or, worse, 
soft silver slipping-aways. 

No, we were at the brink of immortality.  
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fleeting 

Once it was July  
and I listened to a conch shell 
until all the ocean rustling bled out. 
Summer suffused with salt and gold, 
everything spilling outside the seams. 

That day the sky smoldered 

ash-white like the wrong 

side of a mirror. I saw a girl 

carried by the sugary breeze, 
sequins in her hair, but in a few years 
nobody will remember the curve of her hips.
 
I still don’t know what it means to be beautiful
for more than a moment. 
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Softness 

Last April the lavender sky swung
 open like a window. I wish I was more
than these moments I hold in my 
 mouth, on the soft of my tongue, 
like the melody of a song with 
 lyrics forgotten long ago.
Tell me you remember the pine 
 leaves flush with white-gold sunlight,
the rain settling inside of ourselves, 
 a pair of footprints birthed in the mud,
not both of them mine. The twilight 
 when the stars bloomed electric and you 
named one after me. Sometimes, 
after the sky’s slid itself shut 
my eyes still glide to the night 
 horizon and find the pinprick of light,
the martyr of a sweet storm.

Rona Wang is a seventeen-year-old high school senior from Portland, OR. She has been 
nationally recognized by the Scholastic Art and Writing Awards and the Sierra Nevada 
Review. Currently, she serves as a poetry reader for The Blueshift Journal, youth poet 
ambassador for her city, and editor for her school magazine. Her writing can be found in The 
Best Teen Writing of 2014, The Sierra Nevada Review, Textploit, Eunoia Review, Canvas 
Literary Magazine, and other publications. When not writing, she’s working out a math 
problem or getting lost in downtown. She blogs about the college application process 
at chasingcollegedreams.tumblr.com. 

http://chasingcollegedreams.tumblr.com/
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3 Poems

By Smriti Verma

To the pavements of rain

It has left us: the salt, the mild stickiness, as if
our hands were covered with mango juice,
and our arms laden with sherry. The air is already
beginning to turn blue in this part of town—
a flash of yellow, pink sky, oyster sun. Our eyes—
pits, blurred at the peripheries, quite half-dead,
until the cold comes from the Himalayas to slap
our faces clean. Hair the color of burning charcoal,
and the smoke in our city, our lungs, our sins,
purged with the water – it must be a sacrifice. People
call it a man-eating octopus, haphazard limbs,
I call it a sacrifice. A sweet glaze on everything,
and the earth alive, healthy. We lie on the 
pavements all morning – child and adult – and
watch our skins turn to liquid, and creased flesh.
But there’s only so long you can stay still
in the rain, and not let your shoulders collapse.
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Anatomy

First, we went back in time: flesh was flesh, mild,
even the fingernails, soft as feathers. Wisp of cotton.
This was neither the first nor the last time,
it was somewhere stuck around the middle,
in the inside of things.
Each breath held me tighter to the ground.
And the blueness of the water,
scalding skin, enough to know the realness of it.

For February, we cut cake, raised our hands—
arms and elbows—to the winter. There was a flowering,
pine needles, brains, heads. The ends of our hair
touched the soil, salt licking and mucking the air.
The four white walls of the white room of a white
disease. We tried explaining bodies to each, understood
how an abandoned home becomes wet concrete.

Your eyes became purple pits, fire of hell,
your arms free of movement,
your body almost on the edge of dissolving. 
I: a woman. I: devoted wife. I: not I, but product
of chaos, wildness, similar to that of tigers, or turtles.
I: sufferer of a husband’s carcinoma.

Yes, it began and ended this way:
first, we went back in time, to alleyways, summer, and smiles,
then, we went forward in time,
to carry our bodies to your mother’s home.
Held fingers up to our lips, living and dying,
with a throat gurgling of lies.

Death was this beginning, this calming of worlds. I tilted my head against
the window sill, the crack of a cold midnight
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In theory

Deep dark yellow night, flicker of stars,
smoke, beam, earth and mud.

The night doesn’t last as long, the dark
fades as it comes. The boy who has the

grey sleepy eyes, doesn’t know a nod
from a shrug, cannot differ between 

the cold and the storm. His mother lies on
the wet grass, her bones turning to something

she describes as otherworldly. Her hands ache,
the pain evaporating at the spot of the blood.

The father is missing. The sister ran away with 
a laborer. The copper coins lie naked on the

concrete, dead, unwanted – a memoir of a dream
that does not witness the morning light.

Each word they say is a whisper, each movement
an ache. They close their eyes, but never sleep.

Morning comes and doesn’t

Smriti Verma grew up in Delhi, India. Her poetry and fiction have appeared in Word Riot, 
Open Road Review, Alexandria Quarterly, Inklette and Yellow Chair Review. Further work is 
forthcoming in Cleaver Magazine and B O D Y. She is the recipient of the Save The Earth 
Poetry Prize 2015 and enjoys working as a Poetry Reader for Inklette and Editorial Intern at 
The Blueshift Journal. 
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That Little Firework

By Keerthi Kumar

It started off small: 
           like a seed of a tree,
                like an embryo inside the mother’s womb,
                                    growing into a baby.

With love, she took care of that little firework –
she kept it inside her for so long,
not wanting anyone to know.

 Driving away conflicts of whether she should nurture it or not,
 she saw it grow, 
and held on to it tightly. 

But somewhere along the way, something triggered 
the explosion of that 
little firework.
questions of doubt 
emerged in her mind.
Fear and love were all she could feel. 

Her heart told her to do it, her mind, to stop.
Inner confliction, everywhere.
Pandemonium. 

But at last, she decided she would let 
the little firework take over her, take care of her life, 
and that she would let it take her miles,
for it was the only path 
that could lead her towards true joy. 

Keerthi Kumar is a sixteen-year-old poet from India, who studies science and yet wants to 
become a criminal lawyer. She is passionate about sports, namely athletics and tennis; she 
loves watching chick flicks, and hates dystopian-centered novels. Keerthi is a believer—she 
believes in love, hopes and miracles, in destiny and fate—which is where her writing comes 
from. 
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Lone

By Aditi Chandra
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3 Poems

       By Emily Yin

Fujian

I dream of Fujian, of the sea, of widows unspooling
dark rivulets of hair and feeding 
hoary veils to the evening tide. I have learned
that the sun never sets on sorrow, that the waves spit up 
old ghosts that stormed my girlhood dreams.  

I dream of the place where lies the margins of my heart,
of ridges hitching on horizon’s brow. In Fujian,
dawn is a kind of libation: I drink 
the bloody tears of heaven as the sun hikes up her kilt.

I dream of drowning, of swampy ecstasy.
It is easy to go with the waves, pirouetting
on lazy ankles in the deep. I am a rag doll turned
by the sea’s soft hands and weaned on brine. 
It is easy to go this way. 

I dream of trembling lips shot with electric blues
and eyes glazed with kelp and ocean grit. I remember 
how I sought my mother’s hum in the twist of a conch
and found my father’s roar instead: misery is an undercurrent 
lapping at an empty shore, a swell of truths I cannot bear to seek.
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How to Become Another Headline

Crash a car // into trees like these: Prunus serrulata,
bark gnashed with tooth marks // and blossoms
smeared a grungy pink. They’ll say you were just
an angry punk going to an angry grave, just some 
rich kid noosed // by nothingness. 

Break the sea // with a wobbly dive
and paddle out from shore. Promise // you’ll catch 
horizon’s brow, a cold and bloodless blue. 
The foggy waves will hood // your 
pretty head like a godly shroud. They’ll say 
you were just a tragic doll // who swam too far and 
called too late.  

Starve to death like a martyr, make it a public 
act; good causes // only ever flourished 
on a stage. Roll your eyes skyward, and
mount your vacant chest // upon an eggshell 
cross. They’ll say you were an attention-seeker, 
suburbia’s // very own Frankenstein.
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Lucy

Lucy, open your mouth and learn to speak. Forget
that you were force fed silence from the womb.
Lucy, nurse Heineken, not baby. It’s a lot more fun.
Remember when you were sixteen and purging?
Purging latent rage. The only commandment:
know thyself. So feel free to chart the terrain
of your heart, but don’t get lost. Lucy,
give daddy the finger and break an armistice or two.

Emily Yin lives in the small town of Acton, Massachusetts. Her work has been nationally 
recognized by the Alliance For Young Artists & Writers and published in The Eunoia 
Review, Wu-Wei Fashion Mag, and Polyphony H.S., among others. 
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1 Year, 8 Months and 15 Days

By Sakshi Das Gupta

It’s been a year, 8 months and 15 days since I last heard your voice, soft and warm. 
And yet, I can remember the day you left for war so vividly. It was one much like today, where 
the sun does not appear—there’s too much sadness in the air. For a fleeting second you were 
mine again, tight in a wordless embrace and then, just like that, gone… 

As you left, intoxicated by the vast, unexplored adventure before you, I prayed that 
somehow the warmth of home would draw you back to me. Promises to return hung in the air 
as the car slowly, purred away through the thick, whorls of snow obscuring my view. The 
sequence of events seemed so unreal that I convinced myself it was just a nightmare from 
which I would awaken. And so, I allow myself a memory a day: your lopsided smile; the exact 
color of your eyes; your tuneless singing in the shower, and the way your forehead would 
crinkle whenever you were focused on something important. Most days are bearable, but 
sometimes the memories are knives that cut me to ribbons. While on this subject, it seems apt 
to mention a moment, one that has been playing in my mind all week… 

It was your birthday, a couple of weeks before you left and we didn’t feel like 
celebrating. I insisted that the least we could do was buy your favorite flavor of ice cream, and 
grudgingly you complied. I drove to the grocery store, confidently picked up a huge tub of mint 
chocolate chip and drove home. The minute you saw the ice cream though, I knew I had made 
a mistake. A look of utter confusion flashed across your face as you stared at me, while my 
smile faded, “It’s mint chocolate chip,” I hastened to assure you, “You know, the flavor you 
always get…” As my words trailed off, you smiled brilliantly, took the tub from my hands, 
placed it on the counter and tenderly said, “Rocky Road is my favorite ice-cream flavor, I get 
mint chocolate chip whenever we share an ice-cream together because I know you like it 
best…” And in that moment, speechless, I fell in love with you all over again. 

It comes as no surprise to me that you saved 6 other soldiers at the cost of your life. 
There isn’t a selfish bone in your body and sometimes, I catch myself wishing there was. 
Because anybody else with half a chance would have fled in the opposite direction,

But you didn’t.  

And while every day, soldiers return, I will never see you again.   
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As I sit, reading your ‘Last Letter’, I try to imagine that it’s just like the hundreds I’ve 
received since you left. But, the red seal, disrupting the smooth, white of the envelope is one I 
have never seen before. And the calm, calculated note expressing the army’s condolences is 
tacked to the front.  As you list all the things you love about me, one stands out. You write, 
“I’ve always loved the way in which you handle even the darkest of situations, and I know you 
will be alright. You have been and always will be a survivor…” 

The same day I went out for groceries, aimlessly picking exorbitantly priced goods 
whilst in my purse was a list of mundane items like bread, milk, dishwasher detergent. 
Eventually, I found myself in front of the freezer section, the door open, the chill spilling over 
the toes of my boots. As I stared at the hundreds of ice-cream flavors before me, a waterfall of 
emotion erupted, and in that moment I think you might have overestimated me. Our lives were 
as interwoven as a piece of lace, where removing a thread would unravel the other.  

Don’t you see? You complete me… 

It’s been a year, 8 months and 15 days since I last heard your voice, and everyday it 
fades a little more. Slowly, as time goes on I catch myself straining to remember the things I 
once took for granted. My greatest fear is that one day I will wake up and not hear your voice, 
catching on the wind, urging me to go on.  

It’s been a year, 8 months and 15 days since I last heard your voice, and hopefully I 
will hear it again soon. 

Sakshi Das Gupta, a sixteen-year-old from Dubai who was born in Malaysia, credits her 
Bengali roots for her appreciation of all art forms, including her incredible passion for writing 
and music. Despite leaving India when she was just 6 months old and moving eventually to 
Dubai, her paternal grandparents were the ones who encouraged her to take up writing, and it 
is only through their support that she truly developed a passion for the art. 
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Contrast

By Rajat Chowdhury

I asked the moon one day—
what is the most beautiful word?
What defines expression and yet does not say a word?
What is it that always talks about you time and time again?
What can I truly make mine, yours, and ours forever?
The moon simply smiled,
And a poem was thus born.

Through the moon’s smile, I could hear…
A poem is not a moral but it does have meaning,
it has not a notion, but rather a hint.
A poem is not a quest but it takes you on a journey,
it is not dimwitted, yet it can be random.
A poem is not an elephant, but it can be heavy,
it is not a place, but it can take you all around.

One, one, two, three, five, eight, a hundred and thirteen.
There was me, thinking there was a something conceivable 
within this make-believe Fibonacci.
But it’s all nonsense, every square inch, 
a step, a lunge, a glance, a frenzied pitch, 
a filled void of endless dissonance—
which I can’t comprehend no matter my choice or my chance.
Signs, sounds, posts and beings,
part of a crowd, one of many things. 

Rajat Chowdhury is a high school junior born in Saudi Arabia, and brought up in a variety 
of countries—Belgium, India, and now Bahrain. His life has been a constant cycle of meeting 
new people and cherishing a variety of experiences; naturally, such a life should play an 
instrumental role in shaping the nature of his musical and artistic career. His ultimate dream 
is to aid in the creation of a new musical movement, one that pushes the mainstream back 
towards valuing expression over commercialization.
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 A Dusky Diamond

By Nikhila Kulukuru
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3 Poems

 By C. A. Tebo
Cornered  

sometimes i hurt 

to feel the happy. life can be that way, 

too hard to explain; 
a series of irrational choices 
surmounting to make the 
guilt-free insanity plea. 

but the toads are closing 

in on me, like agents 

with shotguns, sitting 

silent on a pond. 

they are waiting, for spring, 

like i; 

they too know explosions 
look prettiest with the sun 
watered down, 

drowned out by lead 

and golden toxicity. 

before the night breaks, 
before the morning never comes. 
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carnivals are for children, but you’re still spinning 

carnivals are for children, 
but you still seem to be 
spinning, faithful to the 
same system of circles, 
same sabato, samstag, 
saturday. 
swirling, swelling, storming, 
stirring in your stomach; 

salvation in something 

other than someone you know 
is serpentine; sinister, obscene, 
shoddy, shameful. 

time’s just relative when no 

one’s as spun as you, and corrosion 
only begins once you’ve lost the 

will to keep giving in, like 

speedy destruction is 

its own kind of addiction. 
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I Was Giving In, You Were Giving Up

leave dying to the sick, 
leave kneeling to the servant, 
leave feeling raw to the wounded, 
leave god to the godheads, 
crucifixion to the lonely martyr,
and belief to the blind. 
we can leave feeling to the eccentrics, 
or we can feel on each other's skin, 
forgetting what to do as we're doing, 
in the midst of the afternoon languor, 

in liberation from the legis 
of a million unarmed men.

C.A. Tebo is a 16-year-old lesbian, who mainly writes work dealing with religion, sexual
identity, mental illness, coping, and occasionally talking animals. She was born in the U.S., 
and currently resides there. She is still new to the prospects of getting published and 
whatnot, but hopes to soon change that.
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On the Other Side
By Rishika Gundi

My mind is a mess of thoughts, pictures and words,
and I have the world to tell you.
As my mouth dances, my little impressions
are painted onto the wall of clear glass that is our fence.
But as you look at them from the other side,
you cannot see.
Neither the textures of my thoughts,
nor the stories that hide behind.
That first fallacious layer,
the only patterns that you think you understand
are frozen and inanimate,
smoothed by the cool cheek of the crystal.
But when you unwittingly knock on the glass,
it begins to crack.
The tendrils crawling towards,
dulling the once-bright colors I used.
My words,
so clear to me,
written big and clear as I see—
to you seem twisted and convoluted,
a mirror image of what was meant to be.
But I do not know what you think,
nor do you, I.
For we all stain our glass walls with the dyes of our minds,
unaware of what it looks like on the other side. 

Rishika Gundi is a sixteen-year-old poet from India. She has published a collection of her 
poetry, called Wings of Imagination. Also an avid dramatist, Rishika is frequently involved in 
drama productions and clubs in her school. 
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Writer’s Block
By Rashika Desai

Here I sit,
in my favorite corner of the house.
I hold a pen, I have some paper.
I look around me,
searching for a secret message
that I need only decipher.
A metaphor,
that I need only look for.
I find myself staring
at the empty house in front of me.
It screams out a story it wishes me to hear, 
but shuts its doors before I can even enter.
I pour over all my possessions,
seeking out the inspiration seeping out of them.
I enter phrases at random into the search engine,
characterizing my mind.
Old letters, old photographs, old memories,
old streets, old times, old fears.
I decide to accept the futility of my efforts. 
I feel the sharpness of the winter
biting on my skin,
reminding me of the years gone past. 
This time, in a previous year,
I sat here,
in my favorite corner of the house. 
I held a pen, I had some paper,
and I spilled some ink
right from my heart. 
It is that simple, and that hard. 
“But you find poetry in all seasons.”
I could. But now,
I have made a new friend,
A fair-weather friend of sorts.
He comes to me stealthily
when I am at my peak,
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and he holds on to me with a grasp
adamant with firmness,
and refuses to let me go
until I am at my base. 
He calls himself
Writer’s Block.
Noun—
The condition of being unable to think of what to write or know how to proceed with writing.
I look back at my old work, 
compelling myself to produce.
I hold a pen, I have some paper,
and I spit out words.
A couple or more,
and they fly away and drown into some deep ocean,
making me listen to the crumpling of the paper 
I once wrote on. 
Writer’s Block.
Noun—
Frustrating, Enraging, Engulfing me into a void. 
I let go.
Weeks pass by.
Writer’s Block.
Noun—
Looking, Exploring, Listening, Appreciating,
discovering novelty. 
Here I sit,
In my favorite corner of the house.
I hold a pen, I have some paper.
Today,
I lose an old friend.

Rashika Desai is an eighteen-year-old from Vadodara, Gujarat. She is fond of writing and 
reading. She has a quiet demeanor but loud mind, and has an inclination towards learning 
different languages and travelling.
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2 Poems

By Lisa Zou

Fleeting

That summer, even the cocoons
dried up like the pools on Covington. 
You call it a symbol of rebirth, but

I fail to see the resemblance—oh, the way
they named you the spitting image of your
deceased father. The way all negatives of

my disposable camera return to you. 
I think about pink chewing gum, inflated 
beach balls, how summer is portrayed 

in the movies of our generation. We 
cannot help but recall the detentions that
once plagued us, but now seem like 

afterthoughts. All we keep is the aftertaste
of judgment, phone calls sometime around
midnight, the words we never exchanged 

until it was too late. I think about butterflies, 
all the beautiful things the cocoons never became.
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Wilt

I can’t remember what broke first;
the vase or Daisy. We danced along
to this mocking rhythm of teen angst. 

I could not read the analog clock how
I read her. The furrow of brows, the uneven
beat of her heart, pulsing underneath

stiff square dresses. That winter, her
hair fell out in clumps the way nothing 
serious can be romanticized. Once, we 

left her jacket at the park. The next day,
it was nowhere to be found, along with
the shattered pieces of her sanity.

Some days, I cannot distinguish memories
from illusions. If they were phrases Daisy
spoke or simply what I imagined. She was

the kind of run-on that writing professors 
warn you about, the type of girl who had
no recallable beginning, not even an ending. 

Lisa Zou lives in Arizona. Her work has previously been recognized by the National 
YoungArts Foundation and Sierra Nevada College. 
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Delight to the Eye

By Anushima Tiwari
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Bobby’s Song
By John Osler

I was walking home from school on a day that was cloudless and sunny and absolutely 
freezing. 

The bitter wind washed through some idiot’s windchimes, which clanged out a few random 
notes that reminded me of some repressed melody from time immemorial.

When I got home, I realized I had frozen tears drooling from my eyes. 

I wanted to think I was just crying from the cold.

Over the days, the song stayed. It was bright and silly and a little stupid and it just wouldn’t 
stop echoing through my head. Every day that I had that jaunty tune in my mind, I was 
depressed in the sort of subliminal way you can’t understand, can’t fix, and can’t get out of 
your head.

Then, about a week after I heard the song, my brother kicked my mattress from the bottom 
bunk.

“Wuh?” I asked. It was about three a.m. on one of those school nights where every minute of 
sleep counts.

“You were humming,” he said.

“What?”

“In your sleep, you were humming. So I kicked you to shut you up.”

Fair enough. Usually, when he snored, I rocked the bed until he woke up screaming, so it 
wasn’t like such tactics were beneath us.

“Did you recognize the song I was humming, by any chance?”

“Yeah,” he said, already slipping into sleep. “Wasn’t it the song from the ice cream truck?”

“What ice cream truck?”

“The one at Bobby’s funeral?”
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I was only half awake myself, so I didn’t register what my brother had said. At least, not in 
my conscious mind. But I heard in psych class that our brains are like icebergs, with our 
feeble waking minds only the very tip and everything else somewhere further down. 
I didn’t need to remember what happened, but I saw it in my dreams.

Dah-da da dah da, du da dah da! Daluda-da, dudu daa-aa!

* * *

On our family reunion two summers ago, no one knew exactly how to feel. The sun was out, 
the sky was clear, the week was ours for the taking, and we cousins were together for the first 
time in over a year. It felt only natural that we should be happy.

But we knew we couldn’t be, not like before, not when we were down a member.

Those days were like heartbeats, one note after another, the same but different in some 
essential way. We went to the fourth of July fireworks by the yacht club laughed and sang 
silly songs, even Dana, who’d learned what had happened to her brother the day before. Later 
that night, lying on a deflating airbed, I heard her crying from the floor below. The next 
afternoon we played capture the flag, hardly even noticing the absence of the smallest and 
least conventional player. Then we walked back to our grandparents’ house and saw that 
someone had dropped off a pot roast for the family who was supposed to be in mourning.

There was never a proper funeral for Bobby. Instead we had a private ceremony on an island 
in the Detroit river, so close to the American-Canadian border that we all got text messages 
alerting us that any calls we made from here on out would count as international. 

We sat down in a little patch of grass with a concrete beach on one side and a very loud water 
park on the other. 

Trying to remember a drowned cousin while a hundred feet away kids laughed and swam and 
slid down giant plastic deathtraps was the worst kind of irony.

I fidgeted with my tie while we went around the circle, each saying a few words.

“He was always so full of life and joy and happiness.”

“He never stopped singing. Sometimes I would have given anything for him to quiet down 
for five minutes. Now I’d give anything to hear him again.” 

“He was a musician down to the bone. I once played this Ben Folds song on the piano in the 
basement when he was around, I’d been working on it for eight days and still hadn’t gotten 
the hang of it. Then I went upstairs for a second to use the bathroom, and while I was in there 
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I heard music, the song I’d been working on, played perfectly, coming from downstairs. He 
couldn’t read music, he was only five. He was playing every note right, remembering the 
mistakes I’d made and correcting them from memory.”

“He was just so happy all the time, running around. Always off doing something.”

I didn’t have the kind of memory they were looking for, so I offered up some misguided Ray 
Bradbury quote. I said that at the end of Fahrenheit 451 the main character felt nothing when 
his wife was blown to bits, because she’d never done anything so she’d never be missed. I 
said that, since Bobby was always doing something, we’d always miss him.

Maybe that was the truth, but it wasn’t the truth we needed. It wasn’t Bobby.

The truth is that I only had one real memory of him, and it wasn’t one I wanted to share.

I remembered the summer before, the last time I ever saw him, he was running around on the 
old wooden floors of my grandparent’s house and got a massive splinter in his foot. He cried 
so hard you could hear it from every floor, echoing through every room. Dana said he just 
wanted attention, but I had a nagging suspicion that he just felt pain worse than the rest of us.

And now he’d felt the greatest pain anyone can ever feel, and that must have been awful.

There were a few more stories, a few more deep gutted twinges. 

A sizeable crowd trickling away from the waterpark gathered around us, listening in on our 
personal tragedy with curious empathy. 

Then an undersized little yellow ice cream truck came strolling by and, noticing the gaggle of 
people, pulled the brakes and turned up the speakers.

Dah-da da dah da, du da dah da! 

We planned to move the ceremony to the beach and throw yellow flowers into the water, but 
the arrival of the ice cream truck threw us off for a second.

Daluda-da, dudu daaa-da!

A few of the people from the crowd made their way over to the ice cream truck, some to buy 
popsicles in the shape of Spongebob Squarepants, some to ask them to move. But the ice 
cream truck stayed put, and I’m glad it did.

Dah-da da dah da, du da dah da!
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And so we made our way down to the waterfront, flowers in hand.

Duda! Dadudah! Da da dum!

And we threw them out—

Dududaduuu—

And they washed on back—

Dududaduuu—

And we threw them out—

Dalada, da du dau ladada (cha cha cha cha!)

No matter how many times, they always washed up back on the shore.

Dalada da, du da du da, dudadudadua, la du da, la dum (da dum!)

Sort of like the ice cream truck, which kept on playing years after it had left.

And I broke out in tears. Dana held it together, Bobby’s mom and dad held it together, but I 
didn’t, I couldn’t. I don’t know why I felt so sad, so deep down, when I barely had any 
conscious memories of him.

The answer is that I did miss him, that I did remember him, in some deep part of my iceberg.

The only thing worse than remembering that song would be forgetting it. 

John S. Osler III is currently a senior at Edina High School, where he writes for both the 
school's underground, satirical newspaper (The Southern View) and their legitimate 
newspaper (Zephyrus). He has attended the Iowa Young Writer's Studio. He is currently a 
prose editor on the literary magazine Inklette, where his short story “Farrand Pride” was 
published. Another short story of his, entitled Howard Houghton, has been published by The 
Phosphene Journal.
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Fabrication

           By Arnav Garg 

As it creepily daunts that pure soul – loyal.
Fragile, that thin line – separating,
foe and gaudy from true;
held back, questioning the real uncertainty.
Confusion beyond understanding.

Muddy water, that rests coolly,
despite the rampant creature, crocodiles—
staring through their inconspicuous eyes.
Calm wind blows over the surface, sometimes reaching through
the seemingly impenetrable face that the water holds.

But at last, a ripple breaks the calmness, disturbing
the very
           placidity of the
lake, the
            tranquility that this ebbing lake
was known for.

Spread like a fire, it did, the ripple.
Icing through, slowly killing it,
the secure trust. Distressed, one can only wonder
what truly lies below that perturbed aqua.

Arnav Garg is a junior from India, who plans to pursue chemistry and economics in the 
future. He has a blog, with several drafted poems, that he loves to add to in his free 
time. A self-learnt guitarist, Arnav can be heard singing and jamming along to Pink Floyd 
late at night, even on school days. He has also been a part of numerous bands like The 
StratoCasters, Coalescence and The Happy Caps. Arnav can usually be found writing 
originals in the music room of his school, which he considers his second home. 
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Gateway to paradise
By Srividya Yeleswarapu

“Oh Lord! I am worthy enough. Let me in”, he pleaded. At this point I turned my attention 
elsewhere as I was familiar with what followed. I wondered how long it would take for 
another soul to ripe, for it had been ages since the last one. 

I remembered the way he glowed with pure white light. They called him the “Enlightened
 One” in his last birth.

And enlightened he was.

I had realized at once that he had completed his task and that it was time for him to go 
through the gates to paradise. What lay beyond those gates was a mystery, even to myself.
Whatever it is, it’s definitely better than this side, I thought dully, as my fellow judges 
called to me. 

“The final decision is yours, Lord Minos”, said Rhadamanthys, who had become a judge like
Aeacus and myself. 

I turned to the soul in front of me and looked into his mind. Unlike most of the souls I’ve 
looked into, he understood the meaning of life, and that it was more than just working 
the dream job, earning piles of money, and living in a mansion by the sea. He had come close,
 so close, to cracking the code.

But he was not ready. Not yet.

One more turn should do it, I thought, and swallowed a little guilt as I looked into his 
pleading eyes and announced, “Rebirth!”

Crushing disappointment showed in his eyes before he disappeared. He won’t remember 
any of this, I reassured myself. He would create new memories in a different life and maybe,
 the next time he dies, he will be ready. Only his unconscious mind would know the truth. 
And the truth was that a soul would have to live as many lives as it took to completely grow
—in every sense of the word. Only then could it move on to what we call “paradise”.
After at least nine times of being reborn, the soul could finally achieve this optimal growth. 
But for some, it took a lot longer.

Few truly understood the purpose of living. Humans did not know that life on earth was just
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the first trail to becoming something greater, and that they would pass this trail only when 
their souls were enlightened.

Without this knowledge, they wasted their chances at self-actualization, and focused on 
unwanted dreams, damning their souls to another rebirth—another life based on the sins 
they committed in their previous one. 

As I thought about all of this, the next soul in line stepped forward. With one look at 
her, I knew. I recognized that warm, wonderful, familiar light that glowed around her—
the light of pure valiance, selflessness, heroism.
Aeacus spoke— “Let us begin with your sins. I declare....”
“There is no need”, I interrupted. I looked at the glowing aura that surrounded her, and 
smiled. “My dear, you are ready”. I opened the doors, leading her to the Gateway to Paradise.

Srividya Yeleswarapu is a 12th grade student from India. She has a genuine passion for 
all forms of art and expression. She began writing at the age of 8, but her works had no 
real meaning. When she reached 14, she read her first Rudyard Kipling poem “IF”.
It embodied everything a work of art should possess—meaning, emotion, and
beauty. Since that time, she has written numerous poems and stories, trying to get better
and better with each one.
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2 Poems

By Elissa Blake

Lukewarm

Puddle-resistant civilians tote platonic pepper spray,
drag storm-clouds on leashes —
Shall we buy a yellow umbrella
and bring the sun home with us every night?

117 Light Lane:
Whitewashed shack,
blooming magnolia,
calico cat on porch swing.
Grass too blue in thin rain.
Lamps droop bulbs over parked cars,
lambent appendages of the deep-sea.
Raindrops fall into a cold glass globe.

Calcium balloons, my bones
ache to float away on a backdrop of blue.
I shiver in 70-degree weather,
bring sweaters to beaches, snack
on watermelon the color of raw flesh.

When winter crawls across the lake,
I embrace the potted violets in the kitchen window.
The skies throb pale;
the wind buries itself in ice, in eyes, in
ice-blue irises;
fingers linger in fake fur;
the clouds wax pink.
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The Woman in the Lavender Heels

Did she ever tell you
that she drinks her soup through a straw,
inhales it in slurps and licks away the residue,
because it has the tendency to make her cough?

Did she ever tell you
that her last boyfriend was the One
for five weeks and an hour, until he had to drive his cat
to the emergency room, twice in one day?

I wonder if she told you
that he was a dendrochronologist,
and threw in an apology at the end
of every mildly assertive sentence? Mr. Apology-Man.

I wonder if she told you
that he gave her a rose for being born,
a white rose, with more thorns than beauty,
that she set it free from its vase, only to awake
with cuts on her hands,
and limp, crushed petals on her pillow?

She once said to me
that the evening’s rain was well-timed,
because she only liked to sit on the bench
at the end of the street
when its moss-embossed stone was damp.

She once explained
how her parents bought glow sticks
in bulk, in summer — how her father
told her the same bedtime story
over and over and over again:
the Automobile Manufacturing Process.

She once told me
about that night at camp,
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when she cracked one open by accident,
and splattered it, all over the stairwell,
constellations on wooden slats,
a chemical homage to the sky.
She tried not to wake the others.
Did sleep come that night? She asked me,
as if I knew, as if I had known her back then.

I wish I could tell you, she said.
I wish I could tell you,
about the chemical constellations.

Elissa Blake is a senior at University Laboratory High School in Urbana-Champaign, 
Illinois, where she has earned 180% of the required English credits. She has published 
several pieces in the school's literary magazine, Unique. She has also become an expert at 
justifying "solitary writing" as an extracurricular on college applications, and next year, she 
will be attending Washington University in St. Louis.
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Honeyed Glow

By Keya Trivedi
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3 Poems

By Carrie Zhang

I will make the world accept my multitudes

I will make the world 
accept my multitudes, because my life 
is not just a song or a fact. I cannot 
help but be silent when I am good, but 
when I cannot contain them I will reveal 
my beautiful thoughts. Darling, I contain 
skies of trust and gardens of song and weapons 
of laughter. I contain 
many dark rooms and bleak prison cells and 
birds that never flew 
against an autumn moon. I contain multitudes. 
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I will always remember you

There’s a special vacant lot where 
feelings of lost time go, frustrated feelings, 
like sparrows scattering 
from the telephone wires. 
Something hollow, like water 
dropping into a basin 
to the steady beat 
of ticking time. Something that makes me want to bite 
the chaos.
Nothing relents. 
I think about what it would be like to live my life 
clear like water. Free of guilt. A perfect life. But then time 
moves on, and I move on too; dragging along 
the peculiar feeling 
of leaving the pain. 
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Love Circle

Looking back on the gray nights, I remember 
the bridges we crossed 
and burned. Those roiling nights, 
covered 
in our own sinew and flesh. Those agonizing nights, 
covered in our own depression 
and longing for each other. Love 
is not a game of happiness 
where you can compete; 
it’s a hole in our selves, 
patched up by 
each other 
when the world 
gives us a break. Or 
maybe the world never changed 
for us. But it certainly felt that way. It 
seemed like a gate to a thousand visions had opened 
and they were all aflight on wings of loss and need, 
rushing up against our skin. 

Carrie Zhang is a high school sophomore in Warren, New Jersey. Influenced greatly by 
modernist writers such as T.S. Eliot, in addition to Sylvia Plath, Pablo Neruda and abstract 
expressionist artists like Mark Rothko (yeah, she's been into an eclectic bunch), Carrie has a 
rich interest in all things artsy, and how they define and shape our world. Going into the arts 
is her aspiration, and she hopes that she will delve into more fertile terrain in the future.
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Whatever Floats Your Boat

By Amaris Henderson

Our lips part,                                                       
the tongue rattles,                                                                                                     
the jaw breaks.                                                                                            
“What strange sounds they make,”                                                                                                 
an animal must wonder.                                                                                
We’ll chuckle at the very thought.                                                                         
Silly beasts—those are words,                                                                                        
just people talking                                                                                   
in a pale universe with all its allure and aglow,                                                
leaving everyone each to their own                                                                                   
to handpick the infinity of their souls.

Which harbor?                                                                                                   
Which bay?                                                                                                          
So indeed the individual reigns,                                                                                   
held immortal by word of mouth,                                                                        
gone when their significance faces drought.                                                 
Someone’s voice is always grander than others.                                                             
It sure seems pretty as everyone climbs aboard,                                                          
‘til one decides to lie on the deck to make amends.                                                       
Flat on the ground to face the appall,                                                                     
he’ll roadmap nature’s call,                                                                                    
and the noises we make                                                                                         
shift in pitch, heighten in volume. 

All worked up when just about                                                                                              
the whole world is on vacation.                                                                          
They’re shocked to see you beg to differ.                                                   
Your heart already quivers,                                                                                             
 run – they’ll think less of you,                                                                                
until your ol’ pal pats you on the shoulder.                                                                          
Don’t lose your head,                                                                                             
avoid the current,                                                                                                 
forget using paddles,                                                                                                  
forget the sail;                                                                                                             
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so what if no one sunbathes on your cruise?                                                      
Paradise will remain true                                                                                    
because in the end…                                                                                        
whatever floats your boat my friend.

Sincerely,
The Animal

Amaris Janel Henderson is an El Paso native. Her work has been featured in Amazing 
Kids! online magazine. Constantly working at her craft as a writer, at age six she began 
composing songs. By the age of eleven, Henderson began writing poetry and developed an 
interest in screenwriting. At just seventeen years old, Amaris understands that words are 
power.
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2 Poems

By Lindsay Emi

Sonnet with Kitchen Sink 

My brothers and I pick fish bones from our teeth,
begin the slow act of drowning in mother’s kitchen sink.

Among the dishes I find her collections of sharp things: 
paring knife, wishbone, library of salts. I know this 

brief story—at this sink she’d once discarded a goldfish, 
soft dead slip, mine. In the breath before the moment

I saw her, I’d tacked my knees to the tile, unhinging 
my jaw to play every animal I knew. Me: kitchen girl, 

this time sterile-limbed, peeling apart, delicate as flour
on the cutting room floor—all open and gutted

and pretend. Lately my brothers tell me I am falling 
again, into scraps and winter bones. Always 

this time of year. I wait out days for light. Let them 
teach me one new animal, and then another.
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Nocturne Triptych with Plane Crash

I. Red-eye

A red-eye crashed in a small field 
of a small town, right before the sun 
came up. The sky was light and 

quiet, then grey, then light 
again. The wreckage was ash 

and cloth, all charred; one wing 
tilted up into the sky, a burning 
limb; windows cracked like mouths. 

Birds made nests of it. The wreck 
was a wreck until it was found. 

Afterwards it was a myth
that belonged to the town, collective 
poet writing faint loops of elegies. 

II. Descent 

It was night, and inside the plane
it was the same. Every flight 
my brother wondered what organ 
of the plane was beneath his feet; 
what he felt humming. That night
what ignited was the lungs
carrying fuel, air, live wire. The descent 
glittered sharp and hot, praying for 
water or softness or final 
breath. The plane an animal 
wild with its own motion. 

III. Ghost 
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My mother called me with the news
spooling from her own broken mouth.

In the background the radio sung Chopin
melting with static. The pianist played 
(stanza break) 
a wrong note, a wrong chord.
He couldn’t relax his fingers or pull back

the notes from the air. Once a note
is played, it exists like a ghost. 

Once a night exists, someone writes 
a new nocturne. This way the world is 

full of ghosts shifting from fields to towns
with no beginning or end, and back.

Lindsay Emi is seventeen years old and a senior at Viewpoint School, CA. She has been 
recognized for her writing by the U.S. Presidential Scholars in the Arts Program, the National 
YoungArts Foundation, Sierra Nevada College, and the National Council of Teachers of 
English, among other organizations. Her work has been published or is forthcoming in Sierra 
Nevada Review, Winter Tangerine Review, National Poetry Quarterly, and elsewhere. When 
not writing, she enjoys playing piano and studying classics. 
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2 Poems

By Emily Zhang

Crux

Tracing our bodies in the crook 
of the earth, there is nothing 

that clouds as quick as the mouth.
The mouth pinks the body. I watch

the ghosts spill our lips over
our lips, the little losses. We are lying 

like the animals do when they play 
dead. The secret to living forever 

is wanting. I shine a flashlight 
in your mouth and find a small god 

crouched between your arms, 
dismantling itself in a darkness 

you can drink. I think of mothers 
in the winter, births of puddles 

and light, a sweetness that sticks 
like a hide. All things warm set 

and gape, hold onto themselves. 
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Tide

There are many ways to be holy
and all of them start with the body.

Small things, closeness. A patch of milk
weed, open and waning with silent

aching. The sky has no history. It starts
and it ends with rain. I wonder if marrow 

can be pulled, dug up. I wonder if a bird’s
ever touched its shoulder and said

there is life here. I do not believe 
in absolution, five a.m. stillness. 

Once someone whittled a place 
for every bone in the body. 

Once someone gave every bone a name.

Emily Zhang is a high school student. Her writing has been recognized by the Adroit Journal 
and the Kenyon Review.
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Credits: Kaajal Gupta, Photography Editor
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5 Poems

By Yuan Changming

Fish at the Moonset 

To get some fresh air
Or to escape from dark pressure
That’s not the question

But you must jump high
With all your strengths 
Above the horizon

For an illuminating spell
Or an ethereal realm
Even though for a single moment 

Gravity 

Everything on earth falls straight to the ground
Including the Newtonian apple, even the tiniest
Bodies visiting from an unknown outer space

Except thought, the only perceivable construct 
That can fly around, upwards and, if powerful 
Enough, beyond the earthly atmosphere. Indeed

It will refuse to go along any pre-ordained orbit
But keep moving towards the heart or the boundary 
Of the universe, until it penetrates all dark matter 

And settles down somewhere for another Big bang
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Another Snowfall

Like the legendary Nuwa
Mending the sky with five-colored pebbles

More like Jingwei trying to 
Fill in the East See with twigs and stones 

The little crow hidden behind the thin lines
Of my poetry cannot wait to fly out
Ready to peck at every 
Dark spot on the ground 
Simply to make a perfectly white winter

While I am trying to listen to the green noises
Of spring far behind the west wind

Equanimity 

Hold the sun firmly
Right above your inner landscape
And there will be no shadow
Shaking around 
Let alone darkness
That may engulf your selfhood
Inside out 

Unless it shakes itself with a wind
Like a young tree at the noon time
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Dusk 

Sitting on a park bench
You saw a lost crow as lonely
As you were, whose dark shadow
Was fading into twilight, bit by bit

Like your soul 
Shredded into pieces
Now drifting along the skyline of 
Vancouver West 

 

Yuan Changming, 9-time Pushcart nominee and author of six chapbooks, grew up in 
rural China, began to learn English at 19, and published monographs on translation 
before moving to Canada. With a PhD in English, Yuan currently edits Poetry Pacific with 
Allen Yuan in Vancouver, and has poetry appearing in Best Canadian 
Poetry (2009,12,14), BestNewPoemsOnline, Threepenny Review and 1119 others across 37 
countries
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3 Poems

By Peter LaBerge
Testimony (Eclipse) 

After a daughter 
expires in the cold, she is more field 

than body, more 
root than bone. She lives 

in the throat of the guilty— 
she waits for morning 

to crack itself open 
before she starts to speak. 

Dawn never comes, buds tired 
& unopened. She is this kind 

of daughter, soft in her 
unknowingness. A mother 

cannot understand—why 
must beauty die every day,
 

and why can’t God make 
what is rotten smell in the cold? 

All this time a woman 
erases herself from the night 

like a moon. She is thankful 
for her alibi, this invisible coat of skin. 

First appeared in Linebreak 
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Doe

What I have
in this tight mouth 

are two sentences 
I drank from the river. 

My name is Jane. 
Once, my father taught me 

how to swim. I was 
emptied into his oval 

tub. Momma’s lipstick 
still bleeding from my lips. 

Above the skin, there was
 no red as true. Water, 

brought in its cast- 
iron buckets. I was lifted 

into it as a prayer. In this river 
there is no god 

for a boy like me. Just 
the rain, the language 

it once spoke 
against the tin roof. 

First appeared in Zone 3
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Basilica

In the space between 

belief and its brief dust 

my body became a church 

on fire. I was quick 

and simple; I needed 
no casket. I tapered as light 
through the cemetery, the velvet mill. I was simple 

and quick, swollen heat 
in a night-prayer. For years
I was a body with luck. I saw 

other bodies catch fire 

in newspapers, the forest 

of charred faces. For years 

people prayed to me, thinking 

I might listen. If you don’t 

believe me, believe the bones 
and their steeple, which kept us 
knelt and frictionless, whose smoke 
wandered the body for days. 

First appeared in The Journal

Peter LaBerge is the author of the chapbook Hook (Sibling Rivalry Press, 2015), selected 
for the American Library Association's 2016 Over the Rainbow List. His work appears in 
Beloit Poetry Journal, Iowa Review, Sixth Finch, Colorado Review, Best New Poets 2014, 
and Indiana Review, among others. He is the recipient of a fellowship from the Bucknell 
University Stadler Center for Poetry, and the founder and editor-in-chief of The Adroit 
Journal. He lives in Philadelphia, where he is an undergraduate student at the University of 
Pennsylvania. Find him online at www.peterlaberge.com.

http://www.peterlaberge.com/
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Poetry and Prose by the 
Moledro Masthead

Credits: Kaajal Gupta, Photography Editor
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Hope for Humanity

By Aaditi Pradeep

Tear stained faces, glistening eyes
A new beginning, another try.
A single step ahead she places,
swarmed by ghosts of yesterday’s disgraces,
that haunt her no matter how much she tries
To forget and turn a blind eye.
Yesterday’s raging fires threaten to burn,
and singe and scald at every turn.
Incinerated, all hope destroyed,
she shakes it off, disillusioned, annoyed.
Gasping as she struggles for air,
her past follows, she despairs.
Not once had she thought before she ruined,
they hadn't sensed the trouble brewing—
when she'd remorselessly slaughtered that family of four,
consumed with guilt she wanted no more.
Her blood-stained hands would shake and shiver,
they'd done her wrong but she felt like a sinner.
In the end, she decided to accept her fate,
whatever came, however late. 
She signed a confession and turned herself in,
there's hope for humanity amidst this chaos and din.
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Pauses
By Trivarna Hariharan

At the table, no one talks too much. 

The forks move back and forth – guiltless convicts waiting to be 
evicted.

At one side, two bottles of water lie untouched.
Grandpa, a lawyer, says that the thirst for more is what keeps him going. 

At times when he talks after a lost case, his voice sounds like a refugee 
calling out the name of his home.

His hands quiver slightly from lack of sleep, words hurtle down his neck 
only to recede deep into the crevices of his heart, from where it’s difficult to 
make them resurface.

Only on days like these do I see a tall, proud man with a dense voice
stoop slightly, weep inside a velvet blanket and 
then affect an unnatural boldness
in his voice the next morning as if nothing ever happened.
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Bombay
By Devanshi Khetarpal

sometimes I listen to music hinging on your body
sounds of Maa, Amma, Ammi, Maata and you
drowning the radios playing in the alleys, slipping
back to the underfoot of this bagh: how unnamed,
unmanned

the whirr of taxis the people passing
this Sea Link Road in crutching breaths
torn with NOW SHOWING posters of
Bachchan dancing in ice Bombay Velvet,
disfiguring you

these impaired shadows burning,
spilling streetlights, barely plucking the sea
coming to your ridges falling apart,
rupturing the moon wounding me more
than you,

Bombay.

Previously published in The Cadaverine
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Sound of Music
By Priya Saraff

I sometimes ask Mama why I have ears, especially when I have no use for ‘em.
Hey, it’s not like that, her fingers say; one day you will be able to use them. With all the 
technology we have now…
But I tell her that it’s all right, and I hug her ‘cause I know she didn't really understand what I 
asked. It’s all right, I don’t want new ears.
Really, I’m pretty content with myself, just the way the teachers say I’m supposed to be.
The others aren't, though. They keep making sad eyes when they see me, and tell Mama that 
they’re proud of me and that I’m a big, strong girl. They ask me how I manage, how I'm so 
happy despite being deaf. I shrug. It’s no big deal, I say. 
The one thing that really made me upset was that I didn't know what music was. I didn't like 
not knowing... My brother plays the piano, and everyone says he plays well, but I didn't 
really understand it. Until one day, my teacher said, music is beauty.
That’s all she said. But it really changed me. I asked her to explain music even more and she 
said she didn't need to, she said I was real smart, and I would figure it out.
And I did.
My brother once told me that energy is neither created nor destroyed, and I didn't really 
understand it then, and I don’t understand it now, but I guess it means energy is always there. 
And so is beauty. So when others enjoy what they hear during concerts, I enjoy what I see. 
For the rest of the audience, music is the notes they hear, but for me, music is what I see. And 
I see the players being happy when they play; I see their smile and their concentration. I see 
their love for their instrument. When I tell Mama this, she says I am real smart.  She says I’m 
right, that others hear the music, and I see it.
So now, I try to record what I see by writing and painting. I let the colors take over me, and 
do what they want; and I ask my brother if playing the piano feels the same way, if the notes 
and keys take over him, and he nods and smiles. He says that I've got the real essence of 
music.

So when others ask me what I like to do, Mama tells them I’m a musician, the special kind 
who plays with colors and not strings or keys, and that my music is not very different from 
my brother’s, because in the end, we both create beauty.
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A reply to

This is Just to Say by William Carlos Williams

By Devanshi Agarwal

I have eaten
the plums
that were in
the icebox,

and which
you were probably
saving
for breakfast.

Forgive me—
they were delicious,
so sweet
and so cold.

I do wish you had asked me before eating the 
cold,
sweet,
delicious
plums.

You see, last night, in them
I had found some worms.

This morning,
I was going to throw them.
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Ruminations in the Silence
By Ria Ranadive

Here’s to all the people
who shattered me.
Shooting into the atria,
drowning the entrails.
Massacre.
Here’s to all the people
who were convinced
that reveries
are worthless.
Lies.
Here’s to all the people
who spat venom from their tongues,
who hissed
and serpentined. 
Vendetta.
Here’s to all the people
who tore my larynx
out of my throat
because I was atypical.
Sound.
Here’s to all the people
who frowned upon my steps,
swallowed by Phthonus,
profound resilience.
Envy.
Here’s to all the people
who told me that
I wasn’t worth it—
who told me that one day
I’d be a failure,
that we’d all be nothing and we’d all get nowhere
because of Greater Evil; 
and who made me believe it,
who coaxed and lured me into a
snare.
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Emergence
    By Richa Gupta

Brilliant smiles seem dimmed; flashing
white pales down, a grin looks like a grimace.

Honest language, natural emotions—hidden,
under a blanket of disapproval; concealed under

an unending cover of fear. Artificiality attempts
to redeem, fails miserably, paves the path to puzzled

facades, giggling expressions. Words blur out—
true words, phrases that could make a difference,

lines that could initiate a change. A pixelated cloud
interferes, an awkward silence ensues for a second, for

the remainder of everything left. Sometimes, what we
see on screens could be real; it could be revolutionary—it

can turn the tables, roll the die, make the north
occupy the south, make a waterfall shoot toward the heavens.

Sadly, that waterfall won't rise upward
if an infinite plate of glass hovers above. But if the

shards of sunlight, with their minuscule fingers,
reach out—shatter the crystal into a million fragments,

let the droplets kiss the clouds... Let the world be free
of the hazy, disorienting shield, let the air inhaled be

fresh, unadulterated. Let the moonlight be without dust particles
that interrupt its silvered glow—so that it reaches out, bathing the
green-tinged sea. Let the viewers finally emerge free.   
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Streaks of Sunlight

By Kaajal Gupta

What a miracle it would be, to soar, to rise,
to unveil the mysteries of the orange-tinted skies… 


